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Current Practices: In assembly, hybrid position-force control is useful but position control involves a rigidity assumption 

that assumes (hopes) no external disturbances affects the object during the task. Otherwise, the system would be unable to 

react appropriately. Also, position control assumptions discourage using & learning dynamic contact information for 

decision making. Currently in most assembly tasks, it is common to use position control to maintain contact points, often 

needed to perform alignment operations. Further, for assembly parts of complex geometry, the dynamics can be 

unpredictable. We suggest exploiting contact information to drive alignments and insertions through continuous and reactive 

sensing that enable the system to respond to environmental affordances or attenuate disturbances. 

Contact-Guided Affordances: Wrench information can be used for affordance-guiding directives by leveraging force and 

moment data through reactive, multi-objective modular force and moment controllers. In snap assembly, maintaining a 

contact location between parts is the first step before aligning parts through a rotation. The second step enacts the aligning 

behavior. The goal is to reactively maintain the contact position, while the alignment takes place. In this way, the task’s 

constraints, guide the alignment without any rigidity assumptions. Fig. 1 shows how 2 orthogonal forces use constraints to 

maintain the contact point, while applying a torque about the axis resulting from the cross product of the orthogonal forces. 

Similarly, Fig. 2 shows a truss assembly where the first step aligns the trusses, the second step pushes the trusses. We 

reactively align trussed from the contact point moment error, while the pushing force ceases until the male truss makes 

contact with the back wall indicating a full insertion. 
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Modular Control Optimization: Modular control optimization consists of any number of closed loop controllers that yield 

asymptotically stable behavior. These control laws are enacted through of as a set of modular control elements in a sequential 

or concurrent fashion. Null space projections are used to optimize multiple control goals. We make use of concurrent 

controllers composed of force and moment control primitives. Different objectives are set for different states; i.e., 

alignments usually have primary moment controllers and subsidiary position controllers; insertions tend to be the opposite.  

Sample Cases:  This approach has been successfully deployed across different robot morphologies. In Fig. 2, an industrial 

robot cooperates with a compliant dual-armed robot to perform truss assemblies. In Fig. 1, a rigid dual-armed robot performs 

a camera mold 4-snap assembly. Also an industrial robot has performed a 2-snap assembly [1]. The approach highlights 

that affordances can be used flexibly despite different robot and environmental conditions [2]. 
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